A classic theorem from convexity is that every polytope P can be expressed as the convex hull of its n extreme points (or vertices) V.
A classic theorem from convexity is that every polytope P can be expressed as the convex hull of its n extreme points (or vertices) V.
These descriptions of P will be referred to as the halfspace and vertex descriptions, respectively. The size of a polytope, denoted size (P) = (nz+n)d, is the spacerequired to store both descriptions of a polytope. Each vertex of P lies on d affinely independent hyperplanes each of which bounds a halfspace in %. The set of indices of such a set of halfspaces is called a basis. A polytope is simple if each of its vertices has a unique basis. There are three closely related computational problems concerning the two descriptions of a polytope:
q The vertex enumeration problem is to compute V from W, q The convex hull problem it to compute %! from V.
q The polyfope verijlcation problem is to decide whether a given vertex description and halfspace description define the same polytope.
It is an open problem whether any of these problems can be solved in time polynomial in size (P). Since the first two problems are essentially equivalent under point/hyperplane duality, we will mainly restrict ourself to the vertex enumeration problem, although all results apply to both problems. There are two main classesof algorithms for solving these problems: pivoting algorithms and insertion algorithms. A pivoting algorithm for the vertex enumeration problem begins by finding a basis of some vertex of P. Two bases of P are adjacent if they differ in one index only. This adjacency relation defines a graph on the bases of P, where each edge corresponds to a pivot, the replacement of exactly one index in a basis. All vertices of this graph are generated, from which the extreme points of P are readily computed.
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and polytope verification problems (and by duality the convex hull problem for simplicial polytopes) in time polynomial in size(P). For non-simple polytopes the number of bases maybe exponential in the size of P. For such polytopes pivoting algorithms rely on perturbation, either symbolic or numerical, to reduce the computation time. In Section 3 we give a fairly general model for pivoting algorithms and valid perturbation schemes for polytopes. We then give examples of polytopes for which no valid perturbation scheme can yield polynomial time pivoting algorithms in this model.
Insertion algorithms for the vertex enumeration problem compute the vertex description by intersecting the defining halfspaces sequentially. An initial simplex is constructed from a subset of d+ 1 halfspaces and its vertices are computed. Additional halfspaces are introduced sequentially and the vertex description is updated at each stage. Although the first explicit description of such an algorithm, now widely known as the double description method, appeared in the pioneering 1953 paper of Motzkin et al. [19] , this paper seems to have been overlooked by the Computational Geometry community. Many of the same ideas were rediscovered and refined in the beneath and beyond method of Seidel [20] , the randomized algorithm of C1arkson and Shor [9] and the derandomized algorithm of Chazelle [7] . In some sense the algorithms [20] and [7] can be considered optimal. The upper bound theorem of McMullen states that for any polytope P defined by m halfspaces, size(P) c 0(mLd121 ) and this bound is achieved (see e.g. [4] ). The algorithms [20] and [7] solve the vertex enumeration problem in this time bound (for even and arbitrary d respectively).
However, it is well-known that size (P) E Q(rnd) and this bound is also achieved. An efficient vertex enumeration algorithm for such polytopes should clearly be polynomial in md. It is not known whether such an algorithm exists. Examples that have arisen in practice (see e.g. [5] ) suggest that the sizes of polytopes of interest are closer to the lower bound than the upper. Since there is such a wide variation in the output sizes of vertex enumeration problems, we suggest size(P) as the appropriate measure of the problem size. The success of insertion algorithms is widely believed to depend on keeping the vertex complexity of the intermediate polytopes generated small by judicious choice of the order in which the halfspaces are inserted. While this is necessary for the success of such algorithms, it is not sufficient. The examples in Section 3 show that insertion algorithms which rely on triangulation (such as the the randomized and derandomized algorithms) can perform very badly indeed, even when the intermediate polytopes have small size and regardless of the order of insertion of the halfspaces.
For insertion algorithms that do not rely on triangulation, the choice of insertion order is indeed a critical factor. Dyer [10] uses a result of Klee [14] to give a family of polytopes for which there is an order of halfspace insertion that causes any insertion algorithm to build exponential sized intermediate polytopes. Dyer's 1lth Computational Geometry, Vancouver, B.C. Canada @ 1995 ACM 0-89791 -724 -3/95/0006 ...$3.50 construction is based on the dual of the cyclic polytope with two additional halfspaces that intersect every facet of the dual cyclic polytope.
In Section 4 we give a set of sufficient combinatorial conditions for a class of hard polytopes for insertion algorithms and an example of a polytope family that meets these conditions. We
show that any insertion algorithm that inserts halfspaces in a fixed order (independent of the input) or in lexicographic order must construct exponential sized intermediate polytopes in the worst case. In Section 5 we present experimental evidence that several popular heuristic insertion orders, including random order, are also exponential for our class of hard polytopes, but that there is a polynomial insertion order for the double description method for this class. The examples of hard polytopes given in Sections 3 and 4 apply to computational models that include many published convex hull algorithms.
A number of these algorithms have been implemented by various people, but an implementation is rarely completely faithful to the algorithm from which it is derived.
For this reason in Section 5 of the paper we give actual computational experience obtained by trying to solve the vertex enumeration and convex hull problems for these hard polytopes. A halfspace II is called a valid constraint for convex polyhedron P if P g H. Given a set of halfspaces W, H 6 7+ is is called non-redundant if there is some point feasible for every constraint in 'U \ { H } but not feasible for 7-L We use 'U(P) to denote the non-redundant halfspace description of P and V(P) to denote the vertex description of P.
We abbreviate a d dimensional convex polyhedron (polytope) to a d-polyhedron (d-polytope). Let P be a d-polytope, containing the origin in its interior, with vertices {PI, P2, . . . . P~} and defining halfspaces {CW $ 1 I i = 1,... ,rn}.
The dual of P is the polytope with vertices { aL, az, . . . . am } and is defined by the intersection of the halfspaces { pj z < 1 I j = 1, ..., n }. It is well known and easy to show that the vertex enumeration problem for P is identical to the convex hull problem for the dual of P, and vice versa.
Given a convex polytope P, a point x c P is an extreme point of P if it is not a proper convex combination of any two points in P. The set of extreme points of a polyhedron P is written ext(P). A supporting halfspace of a convex polyhedron P is a halfspace H with bounding hyperplane h (called a supporting hyperplane) such that P~H and h fl P # 0. A face of a convex polyhedron P is the intersection of P and one or more supporting hyperplanes of P, We abbreviate a k dimensional face to a k-face. The notation fj (P) denotes the number of j-faces of a polytope P. The O, 1, d -2 and d -1 dimensional faces of a d-polyhedron P are called the vertices, ed es, ridges, and facets of P. Given a facet F of a polytope P, f F denotes the closed halfspace induced by aff(F) containing P and F-the other closed halfspace induced by aff (F). We denote the interior of P as int(P).
Let the centroid of a set of points { x 1, . . . Zk j~denote the point k Define the centroid of a convex polytope as the centroid of its vertices. Observe that the centroid a set X of points is a proper convex combination, hence is contained in the relative interior of conv(X).
The convex hull of a set of d + 1 affinely independent points in d dimensions is called a simplex.
Given a polyhedron P, a hyperplane h such that h flint(P) = @, and a point x, we say that x is beneath (respectively beyond) h if x is in the halfspace induced by h containing int(P) (respectively not containing int(P)).
The point z is strictly beneath (respectively strictly beyond) h if it is beneath h (beyond h) but not in h. A hyperplane h strictly separates two points if one is in one open halfspace defined by h and one is in the other. We take beneath or beyond a facet F to mean beneath or beyond aff (F').
3
PERTURBATION, TRIANGULATION AND PIVOTING Let P be a d-polytope with m facets and n vertices. A pivoting algorithm for the vertex enumeration problem starts at some basis for a vertex of P and generates all other feasible bases for P. From these bases the vertices of P are obtained, with repetitions if P is nonsimple. This is efficient for simple polytopes, but can be extremely inefficient for polytopes with one or more highly degenerate vertices.
In the worst case P may have a single vertex and as many as (~) bases. Even though this is an extreme case, highly degenerate polytopes seem to arise in practice and generating all of the bases is impractical To reduce the computation, P is pertarbed to a simple polytope P with m facets and Fi vertices, where hopefully ii is much smaller th~n the number of bases of P. The vertices of the simple polytope P are computed from whic~the vertices of the original polytope P are obtained. Let B and B denote the sets of bases of P and~respectively. We call a perturbation valid if the following conditions are satisfied:
(ii) Each vertex of P has a basis B contained in #.
It is clear that under the above conditions, all vertices of P can be generated as follows.
Generate B and list all verdces in P corresponding to these bases, removing duplicates. If P is simple then the number of bases is at most 0(mld/2J ), by the upper bound theorem. A perturbation scheme can be either numerical or symbolic, and general framework for describing such schemes is contained in Yap [22] . A common numerical perturbation is obtained by perturbing the right hand side vector of the system of halfspaces defining perturbed right hand side (corresponding to a vertex of~) this additional column is output (corresponding to a vertex of P); duplicates can be removed off-line.
In practice, perturbation has been extremely useful. In Ceder et al. [5] , the 4862 vertices of a highly degenerate 8-dimensional polytope defined by 729 halfspaces were computed in exact arithmetic by the reverse search pivoting scheme. In this case, computing all the bases of the original polytope was infeasible, and even the perturbed polytope had 477,421 bases.
The effectiveness of a perturbation sch~me obviously lies in the ability to generate a simple polytope P with as few vertices as possible. The number of vertices in the perturbed polytope is therefore a natural measure of the quality of the perturbation. This measure of the quality of a perturbation does not seem to have been studied in the li~erature. The bound on the number of bases of the perturbed polytope given above assumes the worst case that P is perturbed onto the dual of the cyclic polytope. On the other hand, if a valid perturbation onto a lower bound polytope is possible, we would get very good results indeed. Here we answer a fundamental question: Is it always p~ssible to find a perturbation such that the number of vertices in P is polynomial in size(P)?
A positive answer would lead to a polynomial time algorithm for the problems described in Section 1. Unfortunately, the answer is negative.
In order to see why a good perturbation is sometimes impossible, consider the following example suggested by Gtinter Rote. It is convenient here to consider the convex hull problem rather than the vertex enumeration problem.
The input is the set of 2d vertices of a d dimensional hypercube~d, and the output is a list of its 2d facets. A basis of a facet F is a full dimensional (in aff(F)) simplex spanned by d of the 2d-1 vertices defining the facet. For the convex hull problem, a perturbation is applied to the input points to give a simplicial polytope, i.e. a polytope for which each facet has a unique basis. It can be checked that the criteria (i) and (ii) above for a valid perturbation (along with the condition that the perturbed polytope be simplicial) dualize into the condition that the facets of the convex hull of the perturbed point set induce a triangulation of the facets of the unperturbed hypercube. The duality between triangulations and perturbations was previously observed by Lee [ 18] . Note that the facets of the hypercube are (d -1)-cubes. It is well known (see for example [13] ) that every triangulation of Hd requires at least~(fi) Simplices. Now size (~d ) = d22d+', and hence the number of simplices required to triangulate the facets of a lld is super polynomial in its size. Therefore there is no valid perturbation scheme that yields a perturbed point set with a polynomial sized convex hull. Dualizing the argument, we conclude that the halfspaces defining a d-cross polytope cannot be perturbed into a simple polytope with size polynomial in the size of the crosspolytope. Therefore pivoting algorithms for the vertex enumeration problem that rely on perturbation are super polynomial in the worst case.
Although the above argument gives a non-polynomial lower bound, the bound is only just super polynomial.
If~= size(Hd), then the number of pivots is
The following polytopes were suggested by Bernd Sturmfels and give sharper lower bounds. Let w be a d-vector of all ones and for 1 < i < d, let ei denote the d-vector which is all zero except for d + 1 in position z. We denote by Td the simplex in~d spanned by the vertices {el -w,e* -w, . . . ,ed -w, -w}.
Note that the centroid of~d is the origin. In W+' we COtM.ttUCt the product From these facts we obtain the following result.
Theorem 1 Thepolytope Td x Td has size N = 2d(d2+4d+3) and every valid perturbation yields a simple polytope of size !i2(2w).
This theorem implies that solving the convex hull problem for Td x Td by a pivoting algorithm using perturbation requires the generation of at least Ll(2~'" ) bases, where N is the size of the polytope. The bounds also apply to insertion algorithms that construct triangulations of the polytope, or of the facets of the polytope, such as the randomized [9] and derandomized [7] algorithms. The bound does not, however, apply to the double description method [19] , which seems empirically to run in polynomial time on these polytopes. A similar result applies to the vertex enumeration problem for the dual of Td x Td. In Section 5 we ilhrstrate these resuks in practice on currently available implementations of these algorithms. To conclude this section we observe that a similar argument can be applied to another technique which is frequently suggested for dealing with degeneracy: truncating degenerate vertices. Here the idea is to introduce an additional halfspace which contains in its interior all of the vertices of the polytope, except some known degenerate vertex. All vertices of this truncated polytope are enumerated, and those lying on the cutting hyperplane are associated with the original degenerate vertex. Such a technique can be applied on-line whenever a degenerate vertex is encountered. Arguments similar to those above again show this cannot lead to a polynomial time algorithm.
As above, consider the dual convex hull problem. The cutting halfspace dualizes into the addition of a new point above a non-simplicial facet. The lower bounds on triangulation depend on volume arguments that still apply in this new setting, giving super polynomial lower bounds similar to those above. In order for such an algorithm to be polynomial in stze (Pk ), the size of each of these intermediate polytopes must be polynomial in size(pk ). in this section, we give examples of a polytope family and insertion orders for which this not the case.
The general outline of our construction is as follows. For input size n, we construct a hard polytope of size n as follows. We start with a polytope Q. with vertex complexity exponential in n and facet complexity polynomial inn. We then construct a polytope Pn such that 1. 71(P. n Q.) = W(P. ) U 'H(Qn); i.e. no constraint of P.
or Q. is redundant for P. n Q., and 2. Pm n Q. has vertex complexity polynomial inn.
Our hard polytope will be Pm n Q~. The lower bounds will result from forcing certain insertion orders to build the entire polytope Q~before inserting any constraints of Pm. In Section 4.1 we derive general conditions on Pn and Q~under which these properties hold.
In Section 4.2 we give examples of polytope families P~and Qn for which these general conditions hold.
PAIRS OF PIERCING POLYTOPES
In this subsection we define a set of general conditions on a pair of polytopes P and Q such that for any pair of polytopes that satisfies these conditions, si,ze(P (l Q) is polynomial in IV(P) I and H(P n Q) = W(P) u 7+(Q).
The edges and vertices of a polytope P define an undirected graph in an obvious way. Denote this graph G(P). Let V be a subset of the vertices of a polytope P: G(P [ V) denotes the subgraph of G(P) induced by V.
Lemma 2 Let P be a polytope with vertices V and halj%pace description M Let H be a halfspace. Let VH denote V n int(H). The graph G(P I V~) is connected.
Prootl
Define a linear program with the constraints H U { H } and an objective function of the inward normal of H. Every vertex of P n H is either in VH or contained in the bounding hyperplane of H. From the correctness of the simplex method with Bland's pivot rule (see e.g.
[8]), there is a path in G(P n H) from any vertex of VH to a unique optimum face F of P n H, Since the simplex method monotonically increases the value of the objective function (i.e. the distance from the bounding hyperplane of H), this path does not intersect the bounding hyperplane of H, hence is entirely contained in~(P I VH ). By Balinski's Theorem (see
e.g. [3]), G(F) is connected, hence G(P I VH ) is connected.
s Given polytopes P and Q, a connected component of P with respect to Q is a maximal subset C of vertices of P such such such that G(P [ C) is connected and no edge of P between vertices of C intersects Q. A connected component C of P w.r.t. Q
properly pierces a facet F of Q if aff(F) strictly separates C from V(P) \ C and and P n aff (F) C relint(F). The proper intersection of polytopes P and Q denotes relint(P) n relint(Q).
Theorem 2 Let P and Q be d-polytopes such that P (1 Q # 0 and V(P) n Q = 0. The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Every connected component of P w. z t. Q properly pierces some facet of Q.
(b) No ridge of Q intersects P.
(c) A point x is a vertex of P (1 Q iff it is the proper intersection of an edge of P with a facet of Q.
Proof:
Suppose (a) holds. Let F be a facet of Q. If F is properly pierced by a comected component of P w.r.t. Q, then by definition no ridge of Q contained in F intersects P. Otherwise let VF be the subset of V(P) strictly beyond F. By Lemma 2, G(P \ VF ) is connected. By convexity, no edge with both endpoints in int(F-) can intersect Q. It follows that VF is contained in some connected component C' of P w.r.t. Q. From (a), C' must properly pierces some facet F' of Q distinct from F.
Let EF denote the intersection of the edges of P with the affine hull of F. We know the following:
We argue that aff (F') is a strict separating hyperplane for EF and F.
The hyperplane aff(F') strictly separates C' from Q; if it did not, there would be a vertex v of C' in F+. By the connectedness of G(P I C'), there would have to be some edge connecting the subset of C' strictly beyond aff (F') with the subset of C' containing v. But such an edge would have to intersect relint(F'), contradicting the fact that v was in the connected component C'.
Each point in EF is contained in the relative interior of a line segment with one endpoint in C' and one endpoint in relent. By Lemma 1 any point in the relative interior of a line segment with one endpoint in aff (F') and the other strictly beyond aff (F') must be strictly beyond aff (F' ). It follows that aff (F') strictly separates EF from F, hence P n F =0. (a~b) Suppose (b) holds. Let C be a connected component of P w.r.t. Q. Let z be a point in P n Q. Let v be a vertex of C. Let F be the facet of Q intersected by segment~(the facet F is unique since = n aff (F) c relint(F) ). We argue that C properly pierces F.
First, we argue that aff(F) strictly separates C from V(P)\ C. By Lemma 2, any vertex of P strictly beyond aff(F) must be in C. Suppose there were some vertex VI of C in F+. Let z denote E? (1 F. By convexity, x E P. From (b) , x~relint(F).
From the connectedness of G(P I C), there must be some edge e of P that intersects aff (F) but does not intersect Q. Let g denote e fl aff (F). By convexity, y E P and~C P. Since x and y are both in the aftine hull of F, but one is in the relative interior of F, and one completely outside it, the segment~must intersect some ridge of Q. Since this is a contradiction, every vertex of C is strictly beyond F. Since every vertex of P strictly beyond F is in C and every vertex of C is strictly beyond F, aff(F) strictly separates C from v(P) \ c.
Next we argue that P n F c relint(F).
Consider an edge e' of P such that exactly one endpoint of e' is in C and e' intersects Q. The edge e' must intersect aff (F) since aff (F) is a separating hyperplane for C and V(P)\ C. If e' does not intersect relint(F) then we again have a line segment~C P with x E relint(F) and y G aff(F) \ relint(F), contradicting (b).
(b+c) Every vertex of P (l Q must be the intersection of at least d supporting hyperplanes of P or Q. Every intersection of 2 or more supporting hyperplanes of Q must be part (of some ridge of Q, hence Q can contribute at most one hyperplane to a vertex of P n Q. Any intersection of d supporting hyperplanes of P is a vertex of P, hence Q must contribute at least one hyperplane to a vertex of P n Q. It follows that every vertex of P In Q is the proper intersection of an edge of P and a facet of Q. Suppose there were an edge e of P and a facet F of P such that relint(e) f_ relint(F) # @but x z relint(e) n relint(F') is not a vertex of P fl Q. In order for this to be the case z must be infeasible for P (l Q; but this is impossible since x~e c P and x 6 F C Q.
(b*c)
We prove the contrapositive. Suppose some ridge r of Q has non-empty intersection with P. The vertices of r fl Q must be vertices of P n Q, but cannot be proper intersections of edges of P and facets of Q.
u If the conditions of Theorem 2 hold for polytopes P and Q, we say that P pierces Q.
Corollary 3 [f d-polytope P pierces d-polytope Q then fo(P n Q) < 2~1 (P).
Corollary 4 [f d-polytope P pierces d-polytope Q and every connected component of P w. Kt. Q has precisely one vertex, then fo(P n Q) = 2$1(P).
The following technical lemma is useful in establishing that no constraint in %(P) u 'H(Q) is redundant for the polytope P n Q.
Lemma 5 Let P be a d-polytope and F a facet of P. Let K be a convex set. If relint (F) n relint(K) # 0 and K~aff(F') then relint(K) (lint(P) # 0.
If d-polytope P pierces d-polytope Q and every facet of Q is
properly pierced by some connected component of P w.r.t, Q, we say that P completely pierces Q.
Theorem 3 ffd-polytope P completely pierces d-polytope Q and every connected component of P w. z t. Q has exactly one vertex, then 7-t(P n Q) = H(P) u %(Q). It follows that relint(FP) n relint(F~) # 0. By Lemma 5, the relative interior of FP intersects the interior of Q. This means that there is a point that strictly satisfies every constraint of ('H(Q) U %(P)) \ { FP+ } and satisfies FP+ with equality, which implies that FP+ is not redundant.
Proofi
Since every facet Fq of Q is properly pierced by some connected component of P w.r.t. Q, a symmetric argument implies that Fq+ is not redundant either. 
TRUNCATED CUBES
We now give examples of polytope families that satisfy the conditions established in Section 4.1. We start with a scaled d-cube Cd. We then construct a simplicial polytope & with 2d vertices and dz -d + 2 facets that pierces each face of Gd. Our final construction is then the intersection of Sd and cd, which we will show has d2 + d + 2 facets and 3d2 -d vertices (d~3). The lower bound argument is based on showing that for some insertion orders, an insertion algorithm must compute all 2d vertices of cd.
We wish to construct a class of polytope whose facet and vertex complexity is small in terms of the dimension, but that cuts off all of the vertices of a scaled d-cube; our class will be stacked polytopes like those used in the proof of the Lower Bound Theorem. If P" is the convex hull of P U { x } where z is beyond exactly one facet of P, we say that P* is a stellation of P. A polytope is called stacked if it is the stellation of a d-simplex, or the stellation of stacked polytope.
Let l'~,d be a stacked d-polytope with n vertices. The following is known about the face complexity of a stacked polytope (see e.g. Lemma 8 For any facet F of Cd, S'd n aff(F) c relent.
There are several well known insertion orders for insertion algorithms.
minindex
(maxindex) Insert the halfspaces in (the reverse of) the order given.
Iexmin (Iexmax)
Insert the halfspaces in (reverse) lexicographic order of coefficient vector. There are several variations; one could reasonably reduce the constraint matrix to some canonical form, and there is the question of how to treat the right hand side vector. Here we assume that the input constraints are taken as is, and the right hand side entry is treated as the most significant entry of the coefficient vector (this is modelled on the program cdd [11] in the worst case when the halfspaces are inserted in an order independent of the input, or in lexicographic order
Proofi
In the case of an order such as minindex which ignores the input, it is trivial for an adversary to force an insertion algorithm to construct the entire d-cube. To fool lexicographic ordering, an adversary has merely to scale the constraints appropriately.
s Although the simplex method had long been regarded as a practical and efficient algorithm for linear programming, it was not until the seminal 1972 paper of Klee and Minty [15] that it was demonstrated to be an exponential time algorithm. The authors described a class of hard polytopes that cause the simplex method to make an exponential number of pivots using the greatest cost coefficient pivoting rule. Subsequent papers gave similar results for other pivot rules, and the search for a polynomial pivot rule (or the proof of its non-existence) still continues. Just as the Klee-Minty examples apply only to a particular pivoting order, this theorem applies only to particular insertion orders. Empirically, it would seem that there is indeed a polynomial insertion order for the truncated cubes (see Section 5.2). An interesting open question is whether every polytope has a polynomial insertion order.
It should be noted that the bound of Dyer [10] is somewhat stronger than that of Theorem 5. The polytope family of Klee that Dyer uses has several disadvantages as an empirical bencbmark problem; it is not completely constructive, and it uses coordinates on the moment curve. These coordinates grow exponentially in the dimension of the polytope (i.e. the number of bits grows linearly) which quickly causes precision problems for programs working in floating point (both cdd and qhu 11 -see Section 5 -run into numerical problems that prevent them from finding the correct number of vertices for the cyclic polytope at d = 8). Let bits(P) denote the number of bits necessary to store both representations of polytope P in binary. By Lemma 6, bzts(K~) c 0(d3 log d). in the worst case when the halfspaces are inserted in an order independent of the input, or in lexicographic ordez
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The following convex hullhertex enumeration programs were used: cold, qhul 1 and qrs. c dd is version 0.52b of Fukuda's implementation of the double description method [ 11 ] with local modifications to add timing facilities and optimize set operations. qhul 1 is Barber and Huhdanpaa's implementation of "Quickhull" (a variant of the beneath and beyond algorithm), version 2.01 [2] . qrs is Avis' implementation of reverse search [ 1] using Edrnonds Q-pivoting, version 2.4. We compiled qhul 1 to use double precision. cdd uses double precision by default and qrs uses arbitrary precision rational arithmetic.
The option C-O was used to force qhul 1 to merge the generated simplicial facets. Times are measured in CPU seconds.
5.1
PRODUCTS OF SIMPLICES Table 1 shows the results for computing the convex hull of Tdiz x Xdlz, the products of simplices described in Section 3. The column '%implices" contains the number of sirnplices necessary to triangulate all facets of the polytope. For qhu 11 we had to use the exhaustive search for a starting simplex. For cdd we used the default insertion order, lexmin. Figure 2 shows the times for cdd and Figure 3 shows the times for qrs and qhul 1. 
TRUNCATED CUBES
As well as qhul 1, we tested the following insertion orders for cold: minindex, maxindex, maxcutoff, and random. TCI simulate random insertion order, we permuted the input 200 times using the Combined Random Number Generator of L'Ecuyer [16, 17] and reported the average time. In our data files, the cube constraints come last, so the results of Section 4 tell us to expect exponential performance for maxindex. The scaled order scales the cube constraints to be lexicographically larger than the stacked polytope constraints, then uses lexmax. (lE-6)*xA(312)
as are all of the insertion orders tested except minindex.
In order to abstract away some of the dependence of the timing experiments on a particular machine, we considered two machine independent measures of performance.
The first is the number of basic (high level) operations performed by cold, the second is the size of the intermediate polytopes generated. c dd represents a facẽ of a polytope by the set of facets containing~. Checking vertices for adjacency involves several intersections of facet sets representing vertices. In Table 3 we report the number of set intersections performed by various insertion orders. Another measure of the work done by the double description method is the maximum size of an intermediate polytope. Table 4 shows the maximum number of extreme rays in an intermediate polytope (cold lifts each polytope to a cone in one higher dimension). This measure is only an approximation, as cdd reports it only after every 100 rays generated.
,.,' (b) Experiment in progress.
All timings are on an SGI Indigo XS24 R4000 with 48M of memory and 72M swap, running IRIX 5.2. 404-413, 1986. C.-K. Yap. Symbolic treatment of geometric dependencies. J. Symbolic Computation, 10:349-370, 1990 .
